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Abstract
Optical control strategies in semiconductor nanostructures have almost exclusively relied on
heavy-hole exciton and trion states. In the first part of this letter, we show that light-hole trions
provide the missing ressource for consolidating all single qubit operations in a mutually compatible
magnetic field configuration: electron spin initialization and control can be achieved through light-
hole trion states and cycling transition is provided by heavy-hole trion states. In the second part, we
experimentally demonstrate that pairs of nitrogen atoms in GaAs exhibiting a Cs symmetry bind
both light- and heavy-hole excitons and negative trions. A detailed analysis of the fine structure
reveals that that trion states provide the lambda level structure necessary for fast initialization and
control along with energetically-protected cycling transition compatible with single-shot readout.
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Optically-controlled qubits in semiconductor quantum dots have long been considered
strong candidates for quantum information processing [1] and critical operations have been
demonstrated using heavy-hole exciton and trion states: fast initialization [2–4], high-fidelity
control [4, 5], and robust single-shot readout [6]. However, a significant hurdle remains
as these three operations require mutually exclusive magnetic field configurations [7, 8],
preventing their sequential application and impeding further developments of the field.
Pushed to relatively high energy by strain and confinement, states derived from light-hole
valence bands have often been discarded or considered undesirable: their proximity doubles
the number of states involved in the analysis, alters heavy-hole selection rules [2, 6, 9, 10], and
opens additional relaxation channels [11]. Nonetheless, the angular composition of light-hole
states and their associated selection rules could provide distinctive advantages. For example,
direct quantum information transfers between photons and electrons [12], fast RF control
of hole qubits [13] and arbitrary electron qubit rotations through virtual excitations [14] are
made possible and strain-engineered quantum dots have recently allowed making light-hole
excitons the lowest energy states [15]. Here, we demonstrate that simultaneous optical access
to light- and heavy-hole states allows implementing all necessary qubit operations in a single
magnetic field configuration, demonstrating that light holes provide an exceptional resource
for quantum information processing in semiconductor nanostructures. Then, we show that
nitrogen pairs in GaAs conveniently provide the optical access to light- and heavy-hole trions
and the required energetic level structure to the realization of the proposed scheme without
the need for complex strain-control nanofabrication steps.
Our scheme takes advantage of the polarization selection rules connecting electron spin
states to light- and heavy-hole trions. For this proposal, we consider a nanostructure of
symmetry C2v described by three distinct crystal field coefficients (vx, vy, vz). Figure 1(a)
illustrates the electron and trion fine structures, where optical transitions occur between
electron spin states Sz = ±1/2 and four negative trion states Jz = ±1/2 or ±3/2. At
zero field, the fine structure is dominated by the crystal field interaction, resulting in a
splitting δ between trion states of mixed character, but nonetheless presenting either a
dominant light- or heavy-hole component. Under a magnetic field applied along z, the
Zeeman interaction competes with the crystal field, and trion states can be obtained by
diagonalizing the following Hamiltonian expressed in the basis Jz = {3/2, 1/2,−1/2,−3/2},
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H =
∑
i
viJ
2
i + αzJz (1)
=

δ1 +
3
2αz 0 δ3 0
0 δ2 +
1
2αz 0 δ3
δ3 0 δ2 − 12αz 0
0 δ3 0 δ1 − 32αz

,
where δ1 =
3
4
(3vz + vx + vy), δ2 =
1
4
(vz + 7vx + 7vy), δ3 =
√
3
2
(vx− vy), δ =
√
(δ1 − δ2)2 + 4δ23,
and αz = ghµBBz. The Zeeman Hamiltonian in this linear approximation depends only on
the hole g-factor gh and the Bohr magneton µB.
The key condition to the realization of this scheme is αz  δ3, such that the mixing
of hole states due to off-diagonal terms is minimized. This is achieved by taking z as the
direction minimizing |vx − vy| and by applying a sufficiently high field along this direction.
When this condition is satisfied, trion states are eigenstates of the magnetic field and the fine
structure shown in Fig. 1(a) is obtained. The polarization selection rules for the 6 allowed
transitions are straightforward : heavy-hole transitions are circularly polarized (σ+ and σ−);
light-hole transitions are either circularly polarized (σ+ and σ−) or linearly polarized (piz).
By taking the optical axis along x, as shown in Fig. 1(b), these selection rules can be used
used to conveniently initialize, control and readout the spin.
The initialization and control procedures depicted in Fig.1(c)-(d) take advantage of the
double lambda system provided by light-hole trion states. Initialization is done by resonantly
exciting the transition from |↑〉 to |↓↑⇓−1/2〉 using piy polarization. This trion state either
decays to |↑〉 with rate Γ/2 or to |↓〉 with rate Γ. After a few cycles, the electron is initialized
in |↓〉.
Fast and reliable coherent control can be realized using stimulated Raman transitions
[4], as depicted schematically in Fig. 1(d). A rotating laser broader than the electron spin
splitting δe and detuned from all trion states (∆i  Ωi, where Ωi are the Rabi frequencies of
the light-hole transitions) adiabatically rotates the electron state from |↓〉 to |↑〉. As shown
in Supplemental Material, heavy-hole trions induce AC Stark shifts of electron levels but
do not contribute to rotation. The effective Rabi frequency is maximum for a piyz rotating
laser, i.e., linearly polarized in the yz plane at 45◦ with respect to the magnetic field.
Free from an ancillary readout interface [16], the spin readout scheme shown in Fig.1(e)
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Energy-level diagram at zero magnetic-field, showing the splitting of
trion states δ due to the crystal field, and at a magnetic field for which the Zeeman interaction
is dominant. Since electrons are in a spin singlet configuration, trion states are simply tagged by
their hole angular momentum. Polarization selection rules are given : red and black arrows indicate
circular polarization in the xy plane and blue arrows linear polarizations along z. (b) Schematic
representation of a nanostructure of C2v symmetry, with z chosen as to minimize |vx−vy| (which is
not necessarily the direction of the C2 axis). The optical axis is perpendicular to the magnetic field
Bz. (c) Spin initialization: a linearly polarized laser resonantly pumps a light-hole trion transition
to initialize the spin in the |↓〉 state. (d) Spin control: a rotation laser broader than the electron
spin splitting δe drives the light-hole trion states with detuning ∆i. This results in stimulated
Raman transitions. (e) Readout: a resonant linearly polarized laser drives a cycling heavy-hole
transition.
is similar to the one applied in Ref. 6. A resonant piy laser excites one of the two heavy-hole
trions. As any of these states only couples to a single electron state, a energetically-protected
cycling transition is available for single-shot readout. Here, detection can be performed along
the optical axis defined in Fig.1(b) or alternatively along z for better signal discrimination
and collection efficiency. The maximum readout fidelity is evaluated from 1 − η−1, where
η = 3
2
(
2αz+δ1−δ2
δ3
)2
is the branching ratio, defined as the square of the oscillator strength
ratio between the cycling and forbidden transitions originating from a given heavy-hole trion
state.
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Central to this proposal are three key conditions: 1) optical access to both light-and
heavy-hole trions, 2) a Voigt configuration and 3) a relatively small δ3. If conditions 2 and 3
are rather straighforward to implement, condition 1 represents a significant obstacle. Strain-
engineered quantum dots (QDs) [15] are interesting candidates, but light-hole trions have
yet to be observed. Recently, isoelectronic centers were proposed as promising alternatives
to QDs for quantum information processing [17] and, in the second part of this letter,
we demonstrate that centers formed from a pair of nitrogen impurities in GaAs provide
convenient optical access to both light- and heavy-hole trions. Furthermore, a detailed
analysis of their emission reveals an energetic structure closely approaching the one shown
in Fig. 1(a) for a magnetic field configuration minimizing mixing due to δ3.
The studied sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy along [001] and is composed
of a 25 nm layer of GaAs:N clad by two 5 nm GaAs layers and sandwiched between two
Al0.25Ga0.75As barriers. Microluminescence measurements were carried out at 4 K in a
custom made confocal microscope. The sample was excited at 780 nm and the polarization
was analyzed using a quarter or a half-wave-plate and a linear polarizer. Magnetic fields
from -6 to 6 T were applied parallel to the optical axis of the microscope and along the
growth direction.
In contrast with other extensively studied C2v configurations in GaAs [18–21], the nitrogen
pair configuration of Cs symmetry binding negative trions has never been reported. Follow-
ing the discussion presented in Supplemental Material, it is assigned to a defect involving
two nitrogen atoms positioned along the [112] direction. This configuration is schematically
represented in Fig. 2(a). Two sets of coordinates are used in the analysis of the data. The
first set (x, y, z) is defined with respect to the nitrogen pair: x lies along the [1¯10] direc-
tion which is perpendicular to the mirror plane, y is taken along the pair axis and z along
[111¯]. The measurement frame is defined through (x′, y′, z′), where z′ is along the optical
axis of the photoluminescence (PL) microscope. y′ is along [1¯1¯0] and corresponds to the
projection of both y and z in the sample plane. Similarly, x′ is along [1¯10] and corresponds
to the projection of x in the sample plane. Figure 2(b) shows the PL intensity from an
exciton bound to this nitrogen pair as a function of energy and linear polarization angle of
the emission. The fine structure results from the exchange interaction, the crystal field, and
confinement effects and is composed of six linearly polarized lines. Figure 2(c) and d present
respectively the normalized intensities of the three lower and higher energy transitions on a
5
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Schematic representation of a nitrogen pair of Cs symmetry oriented
along [112], where (x, y, z) are nitrogen pair coordinates and (x′, y′, z′) define the laboratory frame.
The pair direction (y) is tilted by 35◦ with respect to the optical axis (z′). (b) PL intensity
as a function of energy and linear polarization angle for a bound exciton. Four transitions are
polarized along y′ and two along x′. (c) Polar diagram showing the normalized PL intensities
for the three low-energy transitions and (d) high-energy transitions. yzi denotes exciton states
emitting linearly polarized light in the yz plane and detected along x′, while xi denotes exciton
states emitting linearly polarized light along x and detected along y′ in the PL frame. (e) Schematic
representations of the energy levels and their representation for an exciton bound to a pair of Cs
symmetry (See Supplemental Material).
polar diagram. As can be seen, two transitions are linearly polarized along x′ and four along
y′. The number of observed transitions and the polarization angles are all consistent with
fine structure expected from a defect of Cs symmetry. Although considerable mixing occurs
between these states all located within an 1 meV window, it is still comparable to mixing
observed in QDs [9, 10] and the four low-energy (high-energy) states exhibit a dominant
heavy-hole (light-hole) character (See Supplemental Material).
This Cs nitrogen pair configuration can also bind trions. From the number of transitions
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FIG. 3. (color online) PL Intensity from a negative trion as a function of energy at (a) and (b)
0 T and (c) and (d) -6 T. PL is detected in a circular polarization basis in (a) and (c) and in a
linear polarization basis in (b) and (d). Spectra are presented on top of each map for the given
polarizations.
observed, the diamagnetic shift and the pseudo-acceptor nature of the nitrogen pair, we
conclude that the trions are negatively charged (see Supplemental Material for a detailed
discussion). Figure 3 shows the emission fine structure of a negative trion at zero and high
magnetic field, detected in linear (Fig. 3(a)) and circular polarization basis (Fig. 3(b)).
As expected from fig. 1a, the fine structure is composed of two transitions at zero field
split by δ = 100 µeV; the high (low) energy lines correspond to dominant light- (heavy-)
hole trion states. The absence of clear polarization contrast in both the linear and circular
bases indicates that these two lines are formed from several transitions. Indeed, they evolve
into two quadruplets when a magnetic field is applied along z′ (Fig. 3(c) and (d)). Each
transition shows a preferential linear polarization either along pix′ or piy′ . Moreover, four
transition exhibit preferential right circular polarization σ+ and four have a stronger left
circular polarization σ−. These polarizations result from the interplay between the crystal
field of the nitrogen pair and the magnetic field. Because the field is not applied along one
of the pair axes (x, y or z), its effect on the trion states is not trivial and the level structure
cannot be directly compared to Fig. 1(a).
Excitons and trions were never observed simultaneously on a given nitrogen pair, suggest-
ing that residual electrons are bound to the pairs for a extended time as expected from the
charge binding mechanism proposed in Ref. 22. This residual electron can be provided by
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dopants in the vicinity of the nitrogen pair or in the surrounding AlGaAs barrier. Although
the binding energy of trions could not be determined directly from a single pair, measure-
ments on tens of exciton and trions reveal that the trions emission energy is ∼ 500 µeV
lower then that of excitons.
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FIG. 4. (color online) (a) Emission energies from a negative trion as a function of the magnetic field.
Circles are the measured energies and solid lines are calculated. Solid (empty) circles represent
states with a dominant heavy-hole (light-hole) component and transitions represented with red
(black) circles are preferentially right (left) circularly polarized. (b) Normalized intensities in a
polar diagram for every transition detected in circular (blue) and linear (red) polarization. (c)
Optimal configuration for initialization, control and readout. The magnetic field is applied along z
and the optical axis is along x. (d) Calculated eigenstates for the magnetic field configuration of (c).
Trion states (in blue) are only specified by their hole angular momentum to simplify the notation.
Every state is dominated by an eigenstate of Jz (coefficient in bold) and is weakly mixed. Electron
eigenstates are given in green and are split by 600 eV. The initialization (readout) transition is
represented by a black (red) arrow.
To evaluate the potential of this light- and heavy-hole trion for qubit operations presented
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in Fig. 1(c)-(e), a comprehensive analysis of the trion emission as a function of Bz′ and
polarization is presented next. The initial state of the transition is modeled with the hole
Hamiltonian, Hi = HCF +HZh, where HCF describes the crystal field created by the nitrogen
pair and HZh the Zeeman effect. Using an invariant expansion, we can build an Hamiltonian
for a system of Cs symmetry [23] with the crystal field expressed in terms of the coefficient
vx, vy, vz and vyzas follows,
HCF =
∑
i=x,y,z
viJ
2
i + vyz{Jy, Jz}, (2)
where x, y and z are the nitrogen pair axes shown in fig. 2a and Ji are the spin-3/2 Pauli
matrices. The Zeeman Hamiltonian is
HZh = µB
∑
i=x,y,z
(KJi + LJ
3
i )Bi + CB
2, (3)
where K and L are coefficients for the isotropic and anisotropic Zeeman terms. To reduce the
number of parameters involved, we assume that K, L and the diamagnetic shift coefficient C
do not depend on the orientation of the magnetic field. The Zeeman Hamiltonian describing
the final electron state is,
Hf = HZe =
µB
2
∑
i=x,y,z
giσiBi, (4)
where gi are the electron g-factors, which are considered anisotropic.
This Hamiltonian is used to reproduce the emission energies at all fields and the polar-
izations at -6 T for all 8 transitions. Figure 4(a) shows a very good agreement between the
calculated and measured energies. The red (black) circles represent transitions with domi-
nant left (right) circular polarization and empty (filled) circles represent trion states with a
higher (lower) light-hole proportion. Figure 4(b) shows in a polar diagram the normalized
intensity for transitions 1 to 8 (from low to high energy at -6 T) as a function of the linear
polarization angle (red) and circular polarization angle (blue). Again, calculated polariza-
tions (solid lines) are in good agreement with the experimental data (dots), except maybe
for transitions 3 and 4, which are sensitive to slight tilts of the magnetic field with respect
to z′, resulting in a linear polarizations aligned away from x′ and y′. The calculated energies
and polarizations presented in Fig. 4 were obtained with (vx, vy, vz, vyz) = (10,−13, 63,−1)
µeV. The magnetic field parameters are gy = 1.24, gz = 1.28, K = −1.16, L = 0.78 and
C = 2.4 µeV/T2. The electron g-factors are higher than the ones extracted for excitons
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bound to the pair emitting at 1508 meV [19], indicating that an electron is more strongly
bound when it is not forming an exciton. Because of the large value for L and K, the effec-
tive g-factor is positive for heavy-holes and negative for light-holes. A significant anisotropic
Zeeman interaction for holes was also reported for excitons bound to nitrogen pairs in GaAs
and GaP, although weaker than the one reported here. The diamagnetic shift extracted
from the data is similar to the ones measured for excitons bound to nitrogen pairs of C2v
symmetry (1.99 µeV) and confirms that the extra charge is negative.
This physical model is now used to evaluate the merit of this center of Cs symmetry for
the proposed initialization, control and readout scheme. From the crystal field parameters,
the magnetic field should be applied along z to minimize δ3 and the optical axis is taken
along x (Fig. 4(c)). Figure 4(d) presents the resulting eigenstates. At Bz = 8 T, these are
approaching the eigenstates of Jz given in Fig.1(a). The radiative decay rate is expected
to be close to the one extracted for the exciton (Γ = 15 ns−1 from Ref.21) and should
lead to fast initialization. Although the initialization transition shown in Fig.4(d) is not
polarization selective, the energy selection should allow a high-fidelity spin initialization
given that the closest transition lies ∼ 150 µeV at higher energy [3]. The splitting between
electron states is 600 µeV and the spin control should be realized with a ∼ 1 meV broad
laser. The quality of the readout can be defined by the branching ratio η between the
allowed heavy-hole transition used for cycling and the corresponding forbidden transition.
We find η = 400 at 8 T, which is comparable to the oscillator strength ratio of 450 found
from single-shot readouts realized in QDs [6]. Accounting for the range of extracted crystal
field parameters, we estimate that 100 < η < 1000 for the studied nitrogen pair. Given
that this value increases with the magnetic field, concurrent spin control and single-shot
readout is realizable. It is interesting to note that this ratio can be significantly enhanced
be selecting centers of higher symmetry: for D2d and C3v, δ3 → 0 and η becomes very large.
Such centers are available in GaP:N and other isoelectronic impurity-host systems.
To conclude, simultaneously exploiting light- and heavy-hole selection rules enables sin-
gle qubit operations in a single magnetic field configuration. Isoelectronic centres, with
their large dipole moments[17] and the high optical homogeneity conferred by their atomic
size, may prove to be convenient and powerful building blocks for implementing optically-
controlled quantum information processing.
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